Title word cross-reference

(m, n); F [LZ00]. (r, s) [LZ00]. (s, S) [CF06]. (S – 1, S) [SD97]. 1 [vdH87]. 1
[LSSZ16]. 2 [CHL94, vdH87]. X
[CCC05, Eco99, GV10, Dud97, ET87, Fra05, PR08]. X1 [CLC98]. X2 [CLC98].
[Bha99]. [PMB96]. D [GSV16, LN92]. l_∞ [SSS04]. f [CL06]. G
[BA18, Cag17, Fou16, FM17, G92, Gel93, Mar16, MK17, Mat17, Mat19b,
Wan21, DP21, GZDW21, Pek21]. G/M [SZ05]. i [Bar08]. ∞
[CSP12, Eli08, PZ04, PMB96, VY08]. k
[AR97, AAC14, BFR99, BPT90, BW14, CH88, CCH99, CHC00, CHJ95,
DZH12, HH16, HH00, HY90, Hwa00, KM88, KX10, Kor03, LYF16, LZ00,
LHY19, Men94b, SY15, Tam98, WAvHD09, Yao89]. l_∞ [SSS02, SSS08]. LS
[WXWH18]. m [KM16, VT08]. N [Yec88, BFR99, CH88, CCH99, CHC00,
CHJ95, DL10, HH00, HY90, Jia19, KM88, KX10, Kor03, LYF16, MI10, SY15.
\( n : F \) [BPT90, CHL94, DZH12, Yao89]. \( P \) [DK13, HZ05, HZ06, XH09]. \( \text{PAR}(p) \) [MD06]. \( Q \) [CH15, EK09]. \( R \) [Men94b]. \( \sigma \) [Ang97, DR95a, Kha99]. \( t \) [ANFPLCSL05, Lin90b, Lin92a, Lin94a, SA88]. \( x \) [BvH93]. \( \text{TP2} \) [DLP90]. \( U \) [BR95]. \( z \) [Tag00].


\( /1 \) [Lu09]. \( /1/K \) [GV10]. \( /1/N \) [CG96]. \( /D/1 \) [CCC05, MC11]. \( /D/c \) [CLC98, Fra05]. \( /G \) [CG96, GV10]. \( /G/1 \) [Dud97]. \( /g/1/n \) [PR08]. \( /G/c \) [ET87]. \( /GI \) [LSSZ16]. \( /GI/ \) [PMB96]. \( /M/1 \) [Eco99]. \( /R/1 \) [CCC05].

0 [Sha98]. 0-201-63481-3 [Sha98].

1 [AGC07, AW96, BPLD21, BB96, BBS97, BdB20, CCC05, CRP93, Dud97, Eco99, EZB06, Etc94, FK96, GZDW21, LN92, LRW09, Lu09, MN05, MC11, NQ01, OLC95, Ros06a, Sha88, SSKa09, SK11, SNS19, TS07, Wan02, WW05, XLSZ04, dK89]. 1-Type [PV11]. 1996 [Sha98].

24 [MY11]. 2nd [Joe12].

3 [Sha98].

70th [Pek16].

802.11 [FM16].


Ammunition [Sat97]. among [AKS11, KK00]. Amplifiers [Smi97b]. Analysis [AL09, AFP88, Ald93, Ang89, ADS88, BLBVP17, BDM15, Bro91, BK03b, CG96, CJI6, Fis91, FH94, FH95, HM87, HKL94, HBvdMB18, HM94, Jia19, LM88, LK08, Man96a, Mat9a, MK19, MP97, NS17, RL93, SB13, Sla88, SY92b, TV89, BW14, Bri14, BHBKS04, CMZ17, Cz03, CCC05, CH87, DP21, FM16, FWGD00, GRSV14, HP03a, HS13, IVA15, KT01, KN00, KM12, Mi90, SLV20, SN99, VM12, WFM09, ZP16, ZCJ04, ZDS20]. Analytic [BVA13, GW12, KKL17]. Analytical [AdHBvO14, Wan17b]. Analytically [CSP12]. analyze [Cal10]. analyzing [Ros06b]. and/or [PT94]. Andrzej [Bax96]. Annealing [Ald87, CK88, DR97, KT97, RS94b, VBAK89, RBM02]. ant [Gut03]. ante [Ros11]. applicability [AILR08]. Application [CVB05, CFFH98, CK88, G893, HS92, Miy00, PV11, RMS94, RS94a, RTW09, WWS18, YSM06, AAR11, Ay98b, DF08, GV11, HH16, HS13, KMS15, NK07].

Applications [AFP88, Alz88, BR95, BWY93, DK13, DLP90, He89, HM20, NZP18, S8S20, SY92a, Sm97b, BSF21, BB00, Bro06, Cag17, FL13, FPO08, KSvH14, KA04, LS11, LHL08, LK09, PL20, SKA09, TK08, VM04, Wan02, YHZ06, Joc12]. Applied [ANPLCFL05, Bax96, BvH93, RW92b, CL06, RB10]. Applying [RL01]. Approach [BvH93, CCd01, Fan96, GI95, KW89, TV91, VBAK89, AL15, BMSB20, CSL09, GK21, GT10, GS12, GT07, HvdW08, Hei01, HL04, KKL17, Miy02, WH20, Sch96]. approaches [AILR08]. Approximate [DvdLR11, RB10, RB12, Sad96, Van92a, BMSB20, WFM09].

Approximating [AL15, Dod89, Lin92a, OLO97, PM17, Ros87a, Ros88a, dK89, vD88, Ang04, Olu06]. Approximation [AdHBvO14, AH96, BB97, BB98, DJ07, Lin90b, Lin90a, Lin92b, Lin94a, Lin95, Pla92, RS94a, SGF20, Sm97a, Van88, Whi88, YZ89, BvHTvO18, GM16].
Approximations [AW95, Lin94b, LK08, PR94, Ros87b, SA88, Tak96, YS89, FS99, FS20, Pen15, Tij08]. Arbitrarily [CK20]. Arbitrary [JS96, NQ01]. Areas [SA88]. Arising [BC98, HvHR09, JS99, Li94, BCZZ19]. Armed [BK03b, HPR96, BKK17, CK15, EFG17]. Arnold [Joe12]. Arrangement [Li94]. Arrays [WWS18]. Arrival [Bri88, Dav95, MS91, Miy92, MvD97, Ott93a, Ott93b, OLC95, TSW97, Fra05, HKK10, Hor01, LWZ16, LW14, NS17, Ros06b]. Arrivals [CP93, CW90a, DJ07, DY90a, ET87, Gou94, PV11, SY92b, Zie96, EM19, HLW16, LZ19, PW12a, PW12b, Rig11, SC03]. Arrivals [KM16]. Asian [PZ19]. Aspects [BC94, Bax96]. Assemblies [DH94]. Asset [AL91]. Assets [YSM06]. Assign [AW12]. Assignment [DY90a, Dav95, HK92a, HKL94, Rig87, AAD07, BJ13, BH02, FH13, Haj15, LKH14, Rig11]. Assignments [LM87]. Associated [WWS18, WJ18, BBHK10, Cov10, Tan06, YHZ06]. Asymmetric [CZ06]. Asymptotic [Ang89, Ang95, BK03b, CBL93, CMH13, Hun91, Khe08, LM88, MY11, MNH15, MMY20, Re90, SN91, Tan06, TV89, VdK87, VMB00, Yan98, ZP16, Zal07, ZYL10, Ang06, CK20, FH17a, Miy02]. Asymptotically [BKK17, WJ18, X10, TYZ19]. Asymptotics [HL14, KMT18, Man96b]. Asynchronously [AKR+04]. ATM [KW94]. ATO [DJ07], atoms [RB06], attachment [FWH21]. Author [BZ13a]. Autocorrelated [TSW97]. Automata [Buc97]. Autoregressive [YZ03]. Availability [Ang91, KWA96, Smi97a, VR89, vdH87, HM15, Mi99]. Available [FR92]. Average [CW90a, Ege94, HPR96, MP97, Mi00, Ros88c, Ros99a, Sen89, Sen93a, Sen93b, ARK03, CXY12, Lu10, Sen01, Wak00, X09]. Average-Reward [HPR96]. Averages [SZ99, ZYSZ21]. Aversion [LM88, SBZ16]. aware [BA18]. axiomatic [WH20]. Azuma [Ros95].

B [Joe12, GV10, MO95]. B-Trees [MO95]. Back [Ano87a, Ano87c, Ano87e, Ano87g, Ano88a, Ano88c, Ano88g, Ano89a, Ano89c, Ano89e, Ano89g, Ano90a, Ano90c, Ano90e, Ano90g, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano91f, Ano91h, Ano92a, Ano92c, Ano92e, Ano92g, Ano93b, Ano94e, Ano95c, Ano96d, Ano97d, Ano99a, Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99g, Ano10a, Ano10c, Ano10e, Ano10g, Ano11a, Ano11c, Ano11e, Ano11g, Ano12a, Ano12c, Ano12e, Ano12g, Ano13a, Ano13c, Ano13e, Ano13g, Ano14a, Ano14c, Ano14e, Ano14g, Ano15a, Ano17a, Ano18a, Ano18c, Ano18e, Ano18g, Ano19a, Ano19c, Ano19e, Ano19g, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20g, Ano21a, Ano21c, Ano15c, Ano15e, Ano15g, Ano16a, Ano16c, Ano16e, Ano16g, Ano17a, Ano17c, Ano17e]. Backorders [FL20b]. backup [Rig02, SH00]. Backward [FTC98, Tar17]. bag [HM16]. bag-of-visual [HM16]. Balakrishnan [Kha13, Bur13, Sha13]. Balance [CK88, Bro13, CSL09, HBV10]. Balanced [CHYZ93, Mah13a]. balancing [FS99]. Balking [LK08, GZDW21, GZ09]. Ball [FGR10], balls [Mah13a]. Band [AK96, Per97, Reg90, BPS14]. Bandit [BK03b, HPR96, Vi18, Wei88, BKK17, CY10]. Bandits [RS98a, CK15, EFG17, Vi16]. Bandwidth [DHR00].Bandwidths [CW95].


Based [BFR99, BB98, BN18, DG94, DM20, KMS20, MS93, NBR97, Rot93, Sad96, SP98, XWTW18, AW12, AAES10, AAK19, CHS87, CHL03, DO03, DMM16, FPSL03, Gut03, Haj15, HKK10, HM16, KA16, RB12, Roy02, WGI99, ZAE19].

Basu [NK07]. Batch [Bou96, DJ07, ET87, Gel93, Gou94, MvD97, PV11, YZ98, EM19, Fra05, MK17, Mat17, PW12a, PW12b, FC14, Pin07, XMBG02, vdWY03].

batch-service [vdWY03]. batching [KR01]. Bathtub [BJS99, BLS12, NH04, NBR13]. Bathtub-Shaped [BLS12, NH04].

batching [KR01]. Bathtub [BJS99, BLS12, NH04, NBR13]. Bathtub-Shaped [BLS12, NH04].


borne [OE10]. borrowing [FL05]. borrowing/storage [FL05]. Bottleneck [HBvdMB18]. bouncing [LKG19]. Bound [Abr93, Din95, Reg90, Ros98, Van92a, Win97, Yao88, NL07]. boundaries [MZ17]. Boundary [Han03, SA18, BdlPS15]. Bounded [Rot93, BOT09].

Bounding [MBP07, Ros06a]. Bounds [BH02, BCS92, BK03a, FR92, GKPR99, Kla00, KL98, LL98, Me91, MvD97, Miy04, Miy05, RS94a, Sad98, SP98, VS87, YXH19, YS89, vD88, vDTW88, BNT06, BK09, Bro14, CY06, Eco99, Fro11, FS20, HP03b, KM19, MP02, Men02, Nak01, Oh06, PK06, THOM4, XLSZ04, YZ00, Zha99]. Bowl [DG91a]. Box [RSZ93]. Branch [Win97]. Branching

Circuit [Whi88]. Circuit-Switched [Whi88]. Circular [MY11, ZYL10, TYZ19]. Class [CLC98, EM19, Li94, MBP07, PT94, SB13, Whi89, AKP05, Bha99, BKM10, CF13, CHL18, Dim17, GKB13, IVA15, KS12, LX06, Mit18, Vi16, WN15, ZH09]. Classes [LT00, Mad93, MC91, PP89, AK05, BS08, BLPS05, Li05, Mat19a, MK19, Mat19b, MK21, RSS09, WC00]. Classification [Roy02, HM16, HBG21].


Concerning [Pal90]. Concurrency [KS92]. Conditional
[Koh88, LW13, XH08, ZYWN06, ASZ17, BBHK10, HJK07]. Conditionally
[LG89]. Concurrency [Ros88c]. Conditions
[GI88, Lyn99, PZ04, Eco03, Lyn03, MFN17, VM04]. Conductivity
[Kon02, Kon03]. Conjecture vDTW88. Conjecture [Miš98, Hil99, Zha99].
Conjectured [AS00b]. Conjectures [AS00a]. Conjugate [MR95].
Connection [KP12]. Connectivity [CL91, SAS89, BM02a]. Consecutive
[BPT90, CH88, CCH99, CHC00, CHL94, CJH95, DZH12, DH87, DH94, HY90,
SZ87, Yao89]. Consecutive- [CH88, CCH99, CHC00, CHL94, CJH95, HY90].
Consecutive-2 [DH87, DH94, SZ87]. Conservation [BS93, KW94].
Consistency [WXWH18, XWTW18]. Consistent [GHS91]. Constant
[BL87b, CS94, WAI95, Win97, YZ03, CJ96, FNC20]. Constant-Service
[WA95, Win97]. Constrained [Sen91, Sen93b, LC07, Sen01]. Constraint
[Vak98, BK09, Bro14, BKK17, YXH19]. Constraints
[CW90a, KS92, LR97, BM02a, FOFO7, RBM02, SLZ04]. consumption
SBZ16. containing [BPG12]. Context [Vil18]. Continuous
[BBP20, BBS96, BL87a, BL88, CS93, ER95, Fil91, Kij92, PT93b, Ros87a,
Ros88a, Tak90, YS89, vD88, Ang01, Bro99, CSvD02, Eli05, FW15, Sta07].
Continuous-State-Space [Tak90]. Continuous-Time
[ER95, Fil91, PT93b, Ros87a, Ros88a, YS89, vD88, Bro99, CSvD02, Eli05].
continuously [BGDR03]. Continuum [BL89]. contractual [KTC14].
Contributions [BK06, OST06]. Control
[Ang97, BLPS05, BL88, CRP93, CHL18, DJ07, DR95a, Dud97, FZ93, HT96,
Key90, PP99, Per97, RB05a, Sen89, YZ98, ZCA18, sADL02, BPLD21, BPS14,
BB06, BY99, BP01, BAWD12, Bor00, GHvdL07, GT10, HvdW08, HMW09,
HS07, Kyr03, LAF99, LSSZ16, MAS06, ÖK14, Pan08, PC14, RB05b, Ros99a,
RB10, Vo109, WS06, XMBG02, XC09, vdL11]. Controlled [Sa98]. Controls
[Zie96, BEFK04]. Convergence [AH96, Ang04, CHL03, Din95, GV90, KT97,
PM96, WWS18, YS89, ZL02, BL02, BPG12, Gut03, RBM02]. Converges
[GI88]. Converters [HvdHR09]. Convex [FP08, MS91, BB00, SI04].
Convexity
[Bha87, DP95, Koo04, MS93, SS87, SY92a, AAC14, DLU99, Hvdl03, YHZ06].
Convexly [Lyu97]. Convexor [BCG89]. convolution [Bel11, MX18].
Convolution [AKS11, MHZ10]. Cooled [DKK94, DR97]. cooperative
[Bru16, KSVH14]. Coordinated [HKS07, PC14]. Copula
[ANFLC05, KA16]. copulas [AAK19]. Correction
[Ano91a, KKO6, KKO8, Mi05, RB05a]. Corrections [Ano94a]. Correlated
[CCP90, LKH14, MMY20, Mon13]. Correlation [WA18]. Corrigenda
[CHC00]. Corrigendum [JLAE18, AO18, PW12b]. Cost
[ER95, Sen89, Sen93a, Sen93b, Wak98, WAI95, BHP05, BKK17, CXY12,
FL20b, PS10, THM04]. Costs
[CF06, FY11, LR97, ADGZ09, CSL09, DO03, FW15, Gut14, Pan08].
Countable [DF90, Spi15, ZYSZ21]. Counter [HS92]. counterexample
[HPS99, RL99]. Counterexamples [AS00a, Zha99]. counterparty
Coupled-processors [HP03a]. Coupling [Ang95, FTC98, GW96, CS03, WGI99]. Coupon [BPR08, CR07]. Cournot [CVB05]. covariances [HYL07]. Cover [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87e, Ano87g, Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d, Ano99c, Ano99f, Ano99e, Ano99h, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. Cover [Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. Coxian [Van88]. credit [Bro99, DF08, LS11]. criteria [BJ13, BGG07]. Critic [HPR96, Las98, CXY12, Wak00, XC09]. Critical [Sen93a, Yan20]. Criticality [Men94a]. Crossing [BPT89, LE94, SA18, BdIPS15]. CROSSREG [RL93]. Crystallizer [CH87]. cumulant [Pen15]. Cumulative [OL97, SA18, CLN20, JZK20, KP12, Kay16, Whi00]. Current [HvdHR09]. curves [Sta11]. Customer [Ele94, FY11, HKL94, RW95, FL05, GZ09, PPK13]. Customers [BB97, HK92a, SB13, ST94, AHW10, AY08a, ADGZ09, FM17, KN00, MK17, Mat17, Mat19a, MK19, Mat19b, MK21, ML01, THM04, ZAMB21]. cusum [WN15]. Cut [Men94a, HBKK03]. Cycle [BZ05, Nak01]. Cycles [Joh98]. cyclic [SAdK04]. Cyclical [CBM18].

D [CCC05, CLC98, EZB06, Fra05, MC11, TS07, HvdHR09, Lu09]. D/A [HvdHR09]. Dam [BLP93, Kha88]. Dams [BZ05]. DAR [MC11]. Data [Hun91, LOdBP87, Ros87e, Rot93, Sad96, Sad98, AY08b, GCDB20, KM16, NK07, Nad08, SKL12]. Dates [IwW97]. Deadlines [PT93a, Rig87, ST94, Xu91]. Death [DOW93, KR87, Kij94, SMI97b, CZ03, JC18, KPDR16, KPH10, KS01, Kyr04, MT16, MZ17, MOSU10, ZCJO4]. decay [Miy02]. Decaying [MCB18]. Decision
[BBS96, BC98, BK95, CS90, CZB89, HV95, Sen89, Sen91, Sen93b, Wak98, Whi89, YZ98, BGG07, Wak00, vdL11]. decisions [SvNKC00].
decomposability [HM19]. Decomposable [Chy91]. Decomposition
[JL9, LK09, HvdW08]. Deconvexification [ER95]. Decrease [FHJ94],
dedicated [AAD07], Deep [Kol94, TAM+21, Yin21]. Deep-Penetration
[Kol94]. default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12]. Degree
[DM20, FMR17, KM16, DK09, MAh13b, ZD19]. Degree-Based
[DM20]. Delay [AdHBvO14, Bri88, RS90, Ros88c, SP98, Xu91, YM92, 
vDTW88, ADGZ99, FW15, GZ09, Wan02]. Delay-Dependent
[Bri88, FW15]. delay-risk [GZ09]. Delay-Variance [Ros88c]. Delayed
[VT92, ZYSZ21]. Delays [BAWD12, CY10]. Demand
[Arr87, BL87b, SD07, BA02, GTDK09, KTÇ14, KAR09, KL10].
decrease [FHJ94], Default [HvdL16, Kha50, KKM06]. defined
[FB08], FKM07, FRG05, GRH05, HPS99]. Decrease [FHJ94],
default [LQ15]. defects [GK21]. deferral [FKL02]. defined [HS13],
degradation [UKM12].
MC11, PKK13, Wan17b]. Discrete-Time discretization [ARK03]. Diseases [Vil18]. Disk [Rig98]. Dispersion [ANFPLCSL05, BHK03, AKS11]. 

Dispersive-type [BHK03]. Differential-type [Rig98]. Dispersion [Vil18]. Disk [Rig98]. Dispersion-type [BHK03]. Dispersive [LZH16]. Dispersiveness [KK06, KK05]. distance [Cov10, IBI08, YXH19]. Distances [Rot93, KP07]. distinct [Hwa00]. Distinguishable [Fro95, KM88]. Distorted [BN18]. Distributed [GSW93, Kol92, Gut14, PS10]. Distributed-Event [GSW93]. Distribution [AW95, AR97, ANFPLCSL05, Arr87, Bro97, CH87, CHW89, DP93, HW92, Jaf92, LC97, LN92, Lin94a, Lin94b, OLÖ97, RMS94, RS94a, RS90, Roy90, SA88, Smi97a, Tam98, Van88, VS87, ZL02, vdH87, AAC14, Ang04, BHP05, Be11, BK03a, Bro01, Cha99, CM05, DXX16, DK09, EA06, FE01, GM14, Gup07, Gup15, JL19, LZH16, LZ10, LRW09, MP02, Mon07, Mon13, NK07, Nad16, Nad17, PL20, Ros06a, XC10, XDZ15, Zha21, ZPD06, vdMR08].

Distributions [AvER95, Ald87, AFP88, And95, BLS12, BPT89, BS87, BN18, FGR10, GKL87, GM96, KG87, LG89, Le96, Lin90b, Lyn99, Mah91, MBP07, Mei91, OLÖ97, PT93b, RS98b, AK05, AO18, AO19, BSF21, BS06, BB00, BPG12, Bri14, Bro09, BK09, CCC05, FL13, FHI7a, FS20, GK07, GKB13, HJK07, HM19, Kla00, LX06, Lin19, Lyn03, MHZ10, MZ17, MFN17, NCB13, NBR13, Olu99, Otu06, PS02, PO15, RSS09, Roy02, Sie07, TE15, WC00, ZYW06, ZHO9]. divergence [SK20]. diversification [Mei14]. Diversity [BPT87]. dividend [MZS16]. dividend-reinsurance [MZS16]. Division [RS90]. Domain [KSvH14]. dominance [Olu11]. Domination [BSS90]. done [ZDS20].


Exponential [BR95, BLS12, Bro97, CPS89, Ohn11, Ste87, ZL02, BS06, BKP01, GHvdL07, Han19, KK01, Lin19, MHZ10, NK07, Ohn06, Sie07, Yam99, ZL09, ZB12, vdWSvN08]. Exponentiality [Bha99]. Exponentiated [DKC21, HN19]. Extended [GK07, GV11]. Extending [Ros95]. Extensions [AAC14, GM14, KP12, KsvH14]. External [Kij92, CF12]. Extinction [Bha87]. Extinctions [Ros87c]. Extremal [ALM07, TSW97, CMH13]. Extreme [TE15, ZDS20, CH11, MNH15]. Extremes [Eli05, DKC21]. Extropy [JZK20, QWW19, YXH19].

Formal [MO95]. Forms [VV88].


functions [AENP89, BL89, CS94, Fro95, RS94a, Tem94, AL15, BJS99, BdlPS15, DFS10, FL20b, FE01, GV11, HYL07, Ros06b, XDZ15, YHZ06]. fund [KKL17]. Funding [BK06]. Further [AKP05, BL89, Qiu19].

G [AGC07, AW96, BB96, BBS97, CG96, CRP93, Dud97, ET87, FK96, GV10, LN92, LRW09, LK08, MN05, NJ95, OLC95, PV11, PZ04, Ros06a, SS92, SKA09, SK11, VY08, Wan02, WW05, dK89, Chn99, PR08, Bar08, Eli08, LRW09, SS92]. G/G/1 [LRW09]. G/G/c [SS92]. G/GI/ [Eli08]. G/M/c [Bar08]. Gains [RTW09]. Game [McN88, CHE11, kay09, MI10, Pen10, Ros11, TvdW06]. games [Che09, Che12, KsvH14]. Gamma [BLS12, LG98, Tem94, AKS11, AO18, AO19, HN19, KX12, Nad16, PO15, Zha11, ZHZ15]. gammas [BSL15]. gap [Fra99]. GARCH [WSX18, WXL20]. Gated

[Bor95, BWY93, BCGW92, PZ04, vdmR08]. Gating [JS89]. Gaussian [AAK19, BF90, BPG12, Bre90, GV11, LC07, dI06]. Gelenbe [Cag16, Pek16]. General [CS92, Dav95, FG89a, FL98, Fre91a, LR97, Man96b, Van88, ADGZ09, CK15, FW15, GN14, HL04, OAA01, WS06, WN15].

generalization [KL15]. Generalized [CP93, CH11, DLU99, HK90, KW89, LG98, MBP97, ME14, NZP18, OLÖ97, RS90, Van92b, BBHK10, BMR05a, CLN20, CB20, CH15, CLSS13, DFS15, DvdLR11, FL13, FRR02, GV11, GKB13, Gut03, HN19, HZ05, HZ06, HJK07, Hua20, Kay16, KL12, KM12, Mnh15, Nad16, PO15, TA11, XHo8, XHo9, XZ11]. Generalizing [JS96]. generate [GDRV10]. generated [BM11, MOSU10]. Generating [DS87, Kol92, BMR05b]. generation [BCR05, DO03, YSM06]. Generator
geographical [FWH21]. geom [Cha99, CG96]. geom/g/1 [Cha99].
Geometric [BS14, DZZ18, Eco99, LT96, Las98, Spi91, BB02, CF13, CBG15,
DZB12a, DZB12b, LKG19, MHZ10]. Geometric-form [Eco99]. Gerald
[BOV95]. GI [BdBS20, Eli08, LSSZ16, NQ01, PMB96, Sha88, XLSZ04,
AW96, BBS97, BdBS20, CCC05, CSP12, Eco99, LN92, LSSZ16, NQ01, Sha88,
Wan02, WW05, dK89]. GI/C [CSP12]. GI/C-MSP/1/ [CSP12]. GI/G/1
[AWS96, BBS97, LN92, Wan02, WW05, dK89]. GI/GI/1 [NQ01, Sha88].
Gibbs [Din95, Ste87]. Gini [DM20, ZD19]. Gittins [AAR11]. Given
[Mei91, Sad98]. Global [RS94b]. Globally [Bor95, BWY93]. gold [SH00].
gold-mining [SH00]. Goodness [And95, BF91]. Goodness-of-Fit [And95].
governed [SC03]. gradient [AAES10, EFG17]. gradual [Miy00, SZ02].
Graph [BC94, Sie93, Van01, vdHHV01, Gut03]. graph-based [Gut03].
Graph-Structured [BC94]. Graphs
[Ald93, BBW91, BS14, CS93, DH87, Mad93, Pal90, AR14, AS00a, DK09,
DM20, FHS13, HLM16, Mah13b, Mah14, Mah19, MOSU10, ZBA05]. Greedy
[ADS88, BC94, FL98]. Group [AENS94, Abr93, BLSV03, CHS87, CHH90,
VT08, Yao88, YH88, AGC07, ZP16, vSvDdK +20]. Group-testing
[CHS87, ZP16]. grouping [LWL19]. groups [PY14]. growing [CK20].
Growth [CH87, Bro99, FH17a, KL10, Mah13b]. GSR [vZS04]. guess
[Nic16]. guessing [Pen10].

Hall [Man96a]. Harmonic [JL98]. Harris [FH94]. harvesting [Abd17].
Hashing [Ald88]. Having [BLS12, GKL87, Hai15]. Hazard
[BS898, CE96, HH00, KK06, KX08, LR91, AEAS10, BK09, Bro14, CR01,
DZB12a, DZB12b, Gup16, KK05, KK07, NBR13, PT20]. Hazards
[JR92, Ros90a]. Heavy [BW14, CPR91, FS99, FGR10, IVA15, PB06, VdK87,
BM02b, Lu09, Lu13, vdMR08]. heavy-tailed [BM02b]. Heavy-traffic
[BW14, IVA15]. heel [vZS04]. Henk [Sch96]. Heterogeneous
[BZ13b, DZZ18, Kha13, LY13, Wan18a, Xu13, DLB12, DDL14, FL20a, HN19,
HZW01, LWL19, MHZ10, XH11, ZDZ20, ZL09, Zha11]. Heuristic
[ADS88, Jun88, LM87, LAWZ01]. Heuristics
[Gv90, JLAЕ18, Tj92, JLAЕ17]. Hidden [BB97]. Hierarchical
[KS92, FMR17, VMB00]. high [CM05]. high-order-event [CM05]. Higher
[BCS92, Pla92]. Higher-Order [Pla92]. Highly [KSM88, NS04]. History
[CP05, CHH90]. History-Dependent [CP05]. Hitting
[BOT09, Has92, MZ17, RS02, ST18]. Hitting-Time [Has92]. HOL [CLC98].
Holding [FY11]. Holst [Hil99]. homogeneous
[HN19, HP03b, HPS08, Hua20, PT20]. Hop [LT00]. Horizon
[BK03b, Lu13, SLZ04, SBZ16, Tan06]. horizons [Tan04]. Hrnn4F
[TAM +21]. Hunting [Sat97]. hybriD [TAM +21]. Hydrodynamic [GD18].
Hydropower [MD06]. hyperbolic [LRW99, vdWSvN08].
Hyperexponential [OL097]. Hypergeometric [BLSV03].
Interference [VV88, GN15]. intermittent [BKP01]. intermittently [XDZ15]. Internet [AY08b]. Interpretation [Sha88]. Interpretations [GV90]. Interruptible [S094]. Interruptions [BWY93, BMK08, LXH04]. intersection [DK09]. intersections [BAWD12, HvD08]. Interval [CL91, Lef01, Smai97a, vdH87, Cox10, HBV10, Mi99, MOSU10]. intervals [PT20]. Intrinsic [RSS09]. Introduction [Pek21, Cag17, Kyr03]. Invariant [FTC98, LT96, Las98, CBC15, GMZ10]. Inventory [AF97, BL87b, CF06, FZ93, FH94, PP89, Per97, PP02, ABEK17, AO12, BLPS05, BBP20, BPS14, BA02, CXY12, FW15, FL05, FL20b, HKS07, LXH04, NPS04, PC14, XC09, ZAMP21, ZK06]. Inverse [Lin92a, Lin92b, Tag00, GV11]. inversion [dI06]. Invoking [Bro89, AKP05, Hi99, OAA01]. IPA [Miy00]. Irreversible [S094]. ISBN [Sha98]. isolated [HvD08]. Israeli [PY14]. issue [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87f, Ano87h, Ano87g, Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d, Ano99c, Ano99f, Ano99e, Ano99h, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. issue [Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13f, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano15b, Ano15a, Ano15d, Ano15c, Ano15f, Ano15e, Ano15h, Ano15g, Ano16b, Ano16a, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano16f, Ano16e, Ano16h, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano17d, Ano17c, Ano17f, Ano17e, Ano17h, Ano17g, Ano18b, Ano18a, Ano18d, Ano18c, Ano18f, Ano18e, Ano18h, Ano18g, Ano19b, Ano19a, Ano19d, Ano19c, Ano19f, Ano19e, Ano19h, Ano19g, Ano20b, Ano20a, Ano20d, Ano20c, Ano20f, Ano20e, Ano20h]. issue [Ano20g, Ano21b, Ano21a, Ano21d, Ano21c, Cag17, Pek21]. item [AO12, LAWZ01]. Items [HP89, YH88, BLPS05, BBP20, BA02]. Iterated [AO18, AO19]. Iteration [dK89, CHL03]. Iterative [GV90, VS87]. Itinerary [La90]. Ito [Pla92].

K-NN \cite{Rot93}. Kalman \cite{LC07}. Khintchine \cite{JS96}. kin \cite{vSvDdK+20}. knapsack \cite{CR15}. Knockout \cite{CHYZ93, CR19, Fra13}. knowledge \cite{EFG17}. known \cite{LC97}. Koehler \cite{Lin90b}. Koole \cite{MII98}.

1 \cite{NJ95}. Labeling \cite{Ang89}. Laboratories \cite{OGP95}. Lagrangian \cite{HJM09}. lanes \cite{vdHvHE01}. Laplace \cite{Bha99, Keb94a, NK05}. Large \cite{AB93, Ben90, BA18, DOW93, HP03a, HP03b, PW98, RW92a, SAS89, SR90, WH88, Man96b, ME14, NS04, WWZ15, Man96a}. large-deviations \cite{ME14}. Large-Scale \cite{Whi88, BA18}. Largest \cite{Mei91, HN19, ZB12, ZDS20}. Lasota \cite{Bax96}. Lateness \cite{LL91}. Lateness-Related \cite{LL91}. latent \cite{HCX06}. Lateral \cite{BvHTvO18}. Lattice \cite{LZ00, CH12, DM08, FMR17}. Law \cite{BS93, SAS89, Bar08, BPG12, BC18, GMZ10, WWZ15, KW13}. law-invariant \cite{GMZ10}. layered \cite{PY16}. LCFS \cite{NQ01, Sha88}. LCFS-PR \cite{NQ01}. Lead \cite{DvdH97, FH94, KAR09}. Leader \cite{DY90b}. leadtimes \cite{BBP20, PC14}. leaky \cite{Miy00}. leaky-bucket \cite{Miy00}. Learning \cite{JLAE18, Bor00, Cag17, JLAE17, KLT12, Pek21, Tim16, Yin21}. Least \cite{HL92, Tim16}. least-squares \cite{Tim16}. Length \cite{Alz88, SS92, DMvU07, LZ10, Lin00, Olu99}. Length-Biased \cite{Alz88}. Lengths \cite{Mah91, ALM07, KP07, Res99a}. Leprechaun \cite{Ber96}. Lerch \cite{KPH10}. level \cite{MT16}. level-dependent \cite{MT16}. lévy \cite{BMK10, DMvU07}. lévy-driven \cite{BMK10}. Lieberman \cite{BOV95}. Life \cite{BFR99, GKL87, KG98, Vi18, AK05, GV11, Gup16, HZW01, LL03, LX06, LZ11, Lin00, Lin9, MFN17, NDB13, Olu11, Roy92, SY15}. life-length \cite{Lin00}. Life-threatening \cite{Vi18}. Lifetime \cite{Kor03, KP12, Qiu19, WC00}. Lifetimes \cite{CS94, XX10, BL02, DLY16, LYF16}. light \cite{MN05}. light-tailed \cite{MN05}. Likelihood \cite{DZH12a, DZH12b, HZW01, HZ04, LOdBP87, Wan18a, BBHK10, BGR11, HMC0}. Limit \cite{CLZ96, GD18, HS91, Ols01, RS95, SAS89, Ste87, BY99, BDM15, Che11, FZ19, KPH10, LY04, TY19, ZYSZ21, dCHQ09}. Limited \cite{AF97, CPR91, BW14, WAvHD09}. Limiting \cite{FG89b, Mah91, WJ18}. Limits \cite{AW95, Bar96, Bla98, Whi00, AKJ901, BH02, PB06, SS20}. Lindley \cite{Roy90}. Line \cite{Che97, CW90a, Fra19}. Linear \cite{Ald88, BPT90, GS98, HS92, KPDR16, LZO0, Mei91, Smit97b, CFKP99, GKO7, JA06, KX12, Mah13a, NKO5, NL07, ZCJ04}. Lines \cite{AM87, AAD07, AAD08, JD07}. Link \cite{CHL94, DH94}. Lipschitz \cite{Tar17}. liquidation \cite{KTC14}. Lists \cite{CW90b}. Little \cite{KW13}. Load \cite{VdK87, FH17b, F99, HV10, PK13, XEC10}. load-sharing \cite{FH17b}. Loading \cite{Rig92, DCN05}. loading-dependent \cite{DCN05}. local \cite{AL15}. location \cite{DKC21}. location-scale \cite{DKC21}. Locking \cite{RTW09}. Log \cite{BSF21, Bha87, SS87, Bro01, MXH18}. Log-Concavity \cite{BSF21, SS87, MXH18}. Log-Convexity \cite{Bha87, SS87}. logconcavity \cite{PSZ00}. Lomax \cite{Roy90}. Long \cite{CW90a, ARK03, Ang01, FKL02}. long-run \cite{ARK03, Ang01}. Long-Run-Average \cite{CW90a}. long-term-care \cite{FKL02}.

Lower [Abr93, STI18, XLSZ04, Yao88, AAC14, Che11, Men02]. LRD [XLSZ04]. LRD/GI/1 [XLSZ04]. lumping [RS02]. Lyapunov [Las98].

M [Bar08, Dod89, Eco99, Elc94, FY11, HH16, HW92, NJ95, SNS19, BPLD21, GZDW21, AGC07, BB96, CRP93, Dud97, EZB06, ET87, Elc94, FK96, FY11, Fra05, GV10, HH16, LK08, Lu09, MN05, ÓLC95, PR08, PV11, PZ04, Ros06a, SGA09, SK11, SNS19, TS07, VY08, BPLD21, GZDW21]. M/D [Lu09]. M/D/1 [EZB06, TS07]. M/G/1 [PV04, VY08]. M/G/1 [EZB06, TS07]. M/G/1 [PV04, VY08]. M/G/1-Type [PV11]. M/G/1 [NJ95]. M/G/s [LK08]. M/M/1 [Elc94, SNS19, BPLD21, GZDW21]. M/M/1 [HH16]. M/M/K/N [FY11]. Machine [CHR94, For93, Fre91b, Fre91a, Gla91, LK96, PR88, Cagl17, CSZ03, CZ06, CHKL13, Fre91a]. Machines

[BBCP97, BCD95, CHW89, Fro95, BV99, BPLD21, GZDW21]. M/M/D [Lu09]. M/D/1 [EZB06, TS07]. M/G/1 [PV04, VY08]. M/G/1-Type [PV11]. M/G/1 [NJ95]. M/G/s [LK08]. M/M/1 [Elc94, SNS19, BPLD21, GZDW21]. M/M/1 [HH16]. M/M/K/N [FY11]. Machine [CHR94, For93, Fre91b, Fre91a, Gla91, LK96, PR88, Cagl17, CSZ03, CZ06, CHKL13, Fre91a]. Machines

[BBCP97, BCD95, CHW89, Fro95, HW92, Rig92, JST01, Rat91]. Mackey [Bax96]. magneto [RB06]. magneto-optical [RB06]. Maintained [KM88].

Maintenance [BGDR03, CS92, JA06, Wee90, BY99, CHKL13, ÇÖ15, HS13, Jia19, Rig02, ScNK00]. Majorization [Joe12, FPSL03]. Make [LM88, GTDKÖ09, MAS06]. make-to-stock [GTDKÖ09, MAS06]. Makespan [BBCP97, BCD95, LK96, BHM09, JST01]. Making [Ros06b]. Management [XZP18, AL09, LK09]. Manufacturing [ER95, Sob95, HS13]. Many [BBS96, BC98, GSW93, LM88, BM02b, LZ19]. many-server [LZ19].

Mapping [SW95]. Marginal [Me91]. markdown [KLT12]. Marked [BBW91]. market [BCR05, CVB05]. markets [KTÇ14]. Markov [MY11, AW89, Abd17, Ald87, AFP88, ACG95, Ang01, AÖ12, BBS88, BR97, BGG07, BB97, BM11, BDM15, BKP01, Bro91, Cal97, ÇÖ15, CCC90, CJ96, CK88, CSÖD02, DOW93, DKK94, DP95, EK09, FHJ94, Fli91, FTC98, Fra99, GKP99, GV94, GI88, GT07, HHvU07, Hes92, HJ95, HP00, HV95, Hua20, Jol98, KS12, KL10, Ken94, Kij92, KW89, KM07, Kul04, LW19, LY04, LK09, LOr18, MP02, MBP07, MR95, Man96b, MK21, Miy02, PR97, PV11, Pla92, PT93b, RW92a, Ros87a, Ros88a, Ros13, Sen89, Sen91, Sen93b, SZF18, SC03, Sp15, SS20, SKL12, SR90, TVZ19, TV91, VS87, Van92a, Wak98, Wak00, WWZ15, Yan98, YZ98, YZL00, YS89, YSM06, YHZ06, Zaz07, ZYL10, ZYSZ21, dCHQ09, dBV88, vdL11]. Markov-Modulated [BR97, CJ96, DP95, Abd17, AO12, BDM15, KL10, LK09]. Markovian

[BK95, FM16, Fra91, Gut97, NS21]. Marshall [Joe12, FL13, GKB13]. Martingale [GI95, HW90, Ros95, YZ03, Khan07]. Mass [Ros87c, Sha98, AZR08]. Match [DY90a, Dav95]. Matching

matter [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87f, Ano87e, Ano87h, Ano89b, Ano87a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano91i, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano93d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95e, Ano96d, Ano97d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d, Ano99c, Ano99f, Ano99e, Ano99h, Ano99g, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e].
maturity [PZ19].
Maxima [BZ05, OS90, DZB12a, DZB12b, Tan04].
Maximal [ALR00, BT95, Nad17].
Maximization [Tar11].
Maximize [Fro95, RS89].
Maximizing [AAD08, Lef01].
Maximum [BW95, CFFH98, LOdBP87, LM87, SS92, MT16].
may [FG89a].
Maze [GA90].
McMillan [SZF18].
MDP [HvdW08, vdL11].
Mean [Gup16, Lyn97, PR97, Ros87a, Ros88a, Ros89, SP98, SA18, DMM16, GV11, HZW01, KA04, KMT18, NDB13, NL07, Ros99b].
mean-variance [NL07].
Means [Jun88, Ros06b].
measure [CBG15, Men04, Mi99, SK20, YZL00].
Measurement [GM96, EA06].
Measures [FTC98, He89, LL91, Ste87, Van97, CLN20, CBBG20, GT10, GMZ10, KMS20, NFMFSA20, Olu11, SH19, WH20, ZAE19].
mechanics [HJM09].
Mechanism [JS89].
Memory [HPR96, BCZZ19].
memoryless [KL12].
merge [HBKK03].
Message [RS90].
metaheuristic [Gut03].
metatheorem [RL99].
Method [Ald87, AK96, BPvdW91, CE96, HW90, YZ03, dK89, GDRV10, PL20].
Methods [MR88, WN10, CS03, GW12, GRSV14, NS04, Yin21].
Metropolis [RBM02].
Metropolis-type [RBM02].
Michael [Bax96].
Milton [OST06].
Minima [OS90].
Minimal [KG89, KG92].
Men94a, Pre02].
Minimax [Bla95].
minimization [JST01].
Minimize [BBCP97, BCD95, WAI95, CSZ03].
Minimizing [BHMM09, LK96, Xu91, Ros15].
Minimum [Abr93, Nay89, Cov10, THM04, ZK06].
misfit [SH00].
Mismatch [HvdHR09].
misfits [ČO15].
mitigation [EFG17].
mixed [BBCN01, KNO0, QWW19, Rao15, Yan20].
Mixing [BB88, vdL11].
Mixture [BLS12, BPT89, BLS03, BSL15, FE01].
Mixtures [GG96, Lyn99, BS08, BS06, DLU99, Li05, Lyn03, NH04].
Mobile
multiple-outlier [ASZ17, BCZZ19, DZB12a, DZB12b, ZB12, ZHZ15].
multiple-player [Ros11]. multiple-recipe [CHKL13]. multiplicative
[Gup16]. Multiscale [BB97]. Multiserver
[Che97, KS92, PT96, vDTW88, ADGZ09, JD07, Tij08]. multisets [Mah13a].
multitask [Bhu09]. multistage [FZ19, KAR09]. Multistate [LL98, Men02].
Multistation [AM87]. multitype [AHW10]. Multivariate
[ANFPLCSL05, KK06, MC91, ZH07, BBHK10, BGR11, CB20, DFS10, HS13,
KK05, LH16, Mon07, Roy02, WH20]. Multiserver [SS92]. mutation
[HM19]. Myopic [MCB18].

N [Kha13, CG96, CG96, FY11, PR08]. names [AR14]. Nash [Che12].
Navigation [BA18]. NBU [DFS10, Li05]. NBUC [Li05]. NBUE [Fro11].
nearest [LAWZ01]. Necessary [Eco03]. Negative [BBS97, CP93, TS07,
WJ18, Jia19, Mat19a, Mat19b, SC03, Tim16, XH11, XDZ15]. Negatively
[WWS18]. Nested [HBvdMB18, ZP16]. Nets [HS88, HS91]. Network
[AY94, BS91, Dod89, EGL92, Hun91, JLA18, LL90, Lom94, YM92, Abd16,
AW05, AGM01, BvHTvO18, BM09, DP21, DL10, HBKK03, HM16, HBG21,
JLAE17, JC18, KMS15, MK17, Mat17, Mat19a, MK19, Mat19b, TAM+1,
Tim16, VMB00, Wan17a, Yin21]. network-unfriendly [Abd16]. Networks
[AF92, AB93, Bar96, BT95, Bon96, Buc97, BvHvO97, CP93, Cha94, CP95,
CL91, FS89, GS92, Gf293, HL92, HL91, Key90, Lin97, LT00, PMB96, RS95,
RW92b, Sch95, SP98, Tak96, Wan21, Whi88, vD95, AS00b, AY08b, BR17,
BH02, BJ19, BA18, Cag17, CM00, CFBK99, DKSS06, DF21, Eco03, FM16,
FH17a, FMR17, FWH21, Fou16, GRSV14, JL19, Kad17, KTO1, KAA12,
LW14, Mar16, MK21, Pek21, PM17, Wan17a, Yin17, ZAE19, Zaz04, Zha21].
Neural [JLA18, Abd16, BR17, HM16, HBG21, JLAE17, TAM+1, Tim16,
Wan17a, Yin21]. neutral [GT10]. Neutrons [Kol94]. Newton
[McN89, WK88, Whi89]. next [vSvDdK+20]. NN [Rot93]. No
[DG91b, Fre91a, HHL94]. Node [CHL94, AW05, CB920, Mah13b]. Nodes
[Men94a, Abd17, Fou16]. Noise [Bax96, Bre90, AAK19]. Noises
[Miy04, Miy05]. noisy [RL03, RL05]. Non
[CF06, MCB18, WWS18, XWTW18, BdlPS15, Bru16, HLW16, IVA15, LC07,
Mat17, MK19, PT20, Sp15, Tar17, Tim16]. non-cooperative [Bru16].
non-explosiveness [Sp15]. non-Gaussian [LC07]. non-homogeneous
[PT20]. non-negative [Tim16]. non-observable [Bru16]. Non-parametric
[WWS18, XWTW18]. non-Poisson [HLW16]. Non-preemptive
[MCB18, IVA15]. Non-Quasiconvex [CF06]. non-random [BdlPS15].
non-stationary [HLW16, Mat17, MK19]. Noncentral [LC97].
Nonexponential [MvD97]. Nonhomogeneous
[GK88, Koc96, PSZ00, SSS02, Yan98, BLRS01, Hua20, ZYSZ21].
Nonidentical [KX10]. Nonlinear [Fan96]. nonmonotone [Kul04].
Nonnegative [CCdO01, Pap21]. Nonnegativity [HYL07]. nonparametric
[RSS09]. Nonpreemptive [Gla91]. nonreporting [PS10]. nonsimple
[HPS08]. nonstandard [BBG07]. Nonstationary [Pen15, BY99, MK21].
Nonuniform [Ald88]. Normal [Jun88, Lin90a, Lin92b, Lin95, Bro01, LZH16, Mon07, Mon13, NH04, Sta11]. Normality [Ang95, CBL93, normalized [GR12]. Note [Ald93, BBS97, Cha94, Fro91b, Fro91, HvdL03, HH00, Kij92, Mad93, MvD97, Miy04, Miy05, MPP93, NQ01, PR88, Ros88a, Tam98, Tij08, Van96a, vD88, AGC07, BMR05b, CF13, FL13, FWGD00, Kon03, LW19, LZ19, Men02, Rol05, Ros93b, vZS04]. Notification [SO94]. Notion [ANFPLCSL05]. Notions [SS87, DFS10]. Number [Abr93, OGP95, RS89, Ros89, Sen93a, YLB96, AK08, Cha99, Mi00, Pek99b, PY14, RB06]. Numbers [Kol92, SAS89, HL01, WWZ15]. Numerical [BPvdW91, GV90, TV91, dI06].}
[ANFPLCSL05, BZ13b, BCS92, Bro09, BN18, CLC98, CK88, DG91b, Fro95, GD18, Keb94b, Kha13, LY13, LAWZ01, MMS93, MS91, Ott93b, Pla92, SSS04, SSS08, Tak90, XH11, Xu13, AKP05, ASZ17, BBHK10, BMR05a, BGR11, BNT06, BN11, CM05, CLS13, FRR02, HN19, HZW01, HZ05, HZ06, HK97, HWZ12, HM20, LX06, LMH14, LH12, MH10, PKK13, Pap21, SI04, TA11, WWH18, XH08, XH09, XZ11, ZK06, ZL09, ZB12, ZHZ15, ZH07, vdWY03].

Order-book [GD18]. Order-Preserving [Keb94b].

Ordering [BZ13b, CPS89, DZH12, DKC21, DZZ18, Fre91a, GV90, HJK07, KK06, Kha99, BB00, HYL07, Lin00, Lor18].

Orderings [Alz88, DLP90, Keb94a, SW95, AK05, BFRR01, BOR06, DFS15, DLU99, DZB12a, DZB12b, FRR02, HZ06, MH10, MPH13].

Orders [HH00, Kor03, NBR97, SS98, BS06, BHK03, HZW01, wWW04].

organ [BDPS11].

Ornstein [KR94]. Orthant [Han03, XWTW18].

Orthant-dependent [XWTW18]. Oscillation [Ang95, CBL93]. other [FS20]. outcome [Lef06]. Outlier [Ang89, ASZ17, BCZZ19, DZB12a, DZB12b, KK01, ZB12, ZHZ15].

Output [YM92, vD95, BKKP05, Cal10, Sto05]. output-queued [Sto05].

outsourcing [BLPS05]. Overflow [Man96b, Ngu91, KNN15].

overhead [ZPD06].

P [Kha13]. Packet [Ott93b, YM92, Cag17, DF21, Kad17, Yin17, Zha21].

Packing [CFFH98, CW90a, DHR00]. pages [Sch96]. Pair [SAS99].

Pair-Connectivity [SAS99]. paperback [Sch96]. paradigm [OK08].

paradox [Ang06, BJ19, Bro06, HZ04, Ros03a]. Parallel [BC94, BBCP97, BCGW92, CHRW94, CHW89, GV94, GV90, GSW93, HK92a, HK92b, HW92, KX08, LR97, Men94b, Rig92, VR89, Wan18a, WB96, YZ9, BM02a, Brui6, DKM16, DLB12, DDL14, FZ15, FH17b, HLM16, KX07, L03, LWL19, Mah13b, Mah14, Mah19, XMBG02, ZDZ20, Zha11].


Parametric [BB97, BB98, WWS18, XWTW18]. Pareto [NZP18]. Part [Her95]. Partial [Bro89, Fre91a, OS90, AES10, BFRR01, LQ15, Roy02, Tar11, ZZ13].

partially [Lor18]. particular [FNC20]. partitioning [DO16]. partitions [BHP05]. parts [BvHTvO18]. Passage [BS87, DP93, Lef96, RL93, SS87, vdHHV01, Zaz07]. past [CLN20, Qiu19].

Path [Mah91, Men94a, SY92b, VT08, ALM07, KP07, Pen10]. Paths [CBM18, Dod89, Van01, ZBA05]. patient [AZR08]. Pattern [HT96, Ros99b].

Peaks [Ros87e]. Peer [VT08]. Penalties [For93, PT94, CZ06].

Penetration [Kol94]. pension [KKL17]. Percentage [Lin94b]. percentages [Nad17].

percentile [SY15]. Percentiles [ET87, Lin90b, Lin94a]. Percolation [BS14, vdHHV01].

Perfect [Fil98, CS03]. Performability [Van96a, vD95].
Performance [Bru16, CBBG20, KT01, KSM88, LL91, Lu09, Man96a, SVL02, Van97, AS18, BH02, GRKV14, LW14, Pek99a, THM04]. Periodic
[Ros87c, FLL12, LHX04, vdHvHE01], periodic-review [LXH04].
Periodically [AF97, vdHvHE01], periods [Gra08, PR08]. Perishable
[Per97, BLPS05, BBP20, GLW11, NPS04]. permanent [KN00].
Permutation [Ang95, CBL93, PSC92, BHP05]. Permutational
[CYL96, GRSV14]. person [Che09, Che11, Che12, MI10, TvdW06].
Perspective [BF91, Eli05]. perturbation [FWGD00]. perturbed [YZL00].
PES [Ano87b, Ano87a, Ano87d, Ano87c, Ano87f, Ano87e, Ano87h, Ano87g, Ano88b, Ano88a, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano89d, Ano89c, Ano89f, Ano89e, Ano89h, Ano89g, Ano90b, Ano90a, Ano90d, Ano90c, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90g, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91e, Ano91d, Ano91g, Ano91f, Ano911, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92a, Ano92d, Ano92c, Ano92f, Ano92e, Ano92h, Ano92g, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano99d, Ano09c, Ano09f, Ano09e, Ano09h, Ano09g, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. PES
[Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d, Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13c, Ano13e, Ano13h, Ano13g, Ano14b, Ano14a, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano14f, Ano14e, Ano14h, Ano14g, Ano15b, Ano15a, Ano15d, Ano15c, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15k, Ano15d, Ano16b, Ano16a, Ano16d, Ano16c, Ano16f, Ano16e, Ano16h, Ano16g, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano17d, Ano17c, Ano17f, Ano17e, Ano17h, Ano17g, Ano18b, Ano18a, Ano18d, Ano18c, Ano18f, Ano18e, Ano18h, Ano18g, Ano19b, Ano19a, Ano19d, Ano19c, Ano19f, Ano19e, Ano19h, Ano19g, Ano20b, Ano20a, Ano20d, Ano20c, Ano20f, Ano20e, Ano20h]. PES
[Ano20g, Ano21b, Ano21a, Ano21d, Ano21c]. Petri
[HS88, HS91]. Phase
[Zie96, vdMR08]. Phase-Type [Zie96]. Physically
[Bal92]. Picking
[wWW04, LAWZ01]. piece [NL07]. Pitfalls
[RSZ93]. plane
[CBG15, HP03b]. Planning
[MD06, BCR05, BMSB20, HKS07]. Plans
[CHYZ93]. Play
[DY09b]. Play-the-Leader
[DY09b]. player [Ros11]. plays
[CR19, CR21]. Plots
[DK13]. Pocket
[Lin90a, Lin92b]. Pocket-Calculator
[Lin90a, Lin92b]. Point
[BBCP97, BS98, CHV89, DG94, HW90, Kol92, SW95, Tak96, LS11]. Points
[Lin94b]. poison
[SD07]. Poisson
[BL87b, Cov10, FG91, FS20, GLW11, Gk88, He89, HLW16, KPS03, Koc96, Lrw99, MP97, Nwb13, NYZ04, PR94, Psz00, PT20, Rms94, Ros06b, SD97, Sz03, XdZ15, ZyW06]. Policies
[AK96, BK95, CDD001, FZ93, FL98, Gla91, HPR96, HK96, MCB18, PP89, Sen93a, SS89, AK08, AGM01, BPLD21, BLPS05, BH02, BY99, BP01, Bhn09, Bkk17, CGK99, CK20, FL05, GTDKO09, GN14, KAR09, KNN15, Lkh14, Sen01, Ukm12, Vll16, ZK06]. Policy
[AL91, CRP93, HK90, HK92b, LN92, McN98, Per97, WK88, Whi89, AW12,
BGDR03, CXY12, CHL03, EFG17, GHvdL07, HS13, LC07, Ros15].

Policy-Improvement [Whi89]. Policy-Improvement/Newton [Whi89].

Pollaczek [JS96]. Pollaczek-Khintchine [JS96]. Polling [AY94, Bla98,
Bor95, BWY93, CS93, FL98, Sch95, Van97, VY08, vdMR08, ABS12, AS18,
BW14, DPV16, GHvdL07, Ols01, Pek99a, WAvHD09, vdHvHE01, vdWY03].
Pólya [CB20, Che20, Nad17]. Polymer [Tay87]. Polynomial [BI88].

polynomials [DM08, GCB20, LP15]. pool [Hwa00, HL01]. Pooling
[BZ13b, DY90b, Kha13, LY13, Xu13, BBCN01]. Portfolio [LQ15, SBZ16].

Portfolios [DF08]. Positive [CP93, HJ95, KG87, HL01, Mat19a, MK19, Mat19b, SC03, XDZ15].
Positive-Valued [KG87]. possibility [CVB05]. possibly [CH11].

postponement [FH13]. Power
[Bla98, HS88, HS91, S094, CM05, DO03, EA06, WXL20, ZBA05].
[NQ01]. Precedence [LR97, DFS15]. predator [Kyr03]. predefined
[PKK13]. Prediction [Bla95, ZPD06]. Predictive [GM96, CHK13].
Preemptive [Fro91, HW92, Mit18, Sha88, CSZ03, Cao17, IVA15, MCB18].
preemptive-repeat [CSZ03]. Prefix [MO95]. premium [MZS16].

preparation [DPV16]. Presence [DLR87, GM96, HM87]. Preservation
[BS08, BC13, BS06, BL03, MXX18, MMS93, SW95, KM07]. Preservations
[Li05]. Preserving [Keh94b]. Prevention [Kwo14]. preventive [HS13].

price [GT10, Yan20]. Pricing
[FH95, GLW11, RMS87, RS00, WVL17, Wan18b, BCD+14, GTDKÖ09,
GT10, HMW09, Hei01, KLT12, PC14, Rao15, XC09]. principle [WWH18].

Principles [PW98, AILR08, MZS16]. Priorities
[CHL18, HvdW97, Mit18, IVA15]. Priority
[CLC98, PT93a, SP98, SO94, VM12, Lyn03]. Probabilistic
[Ald93, ADSS88, Chy91, GV90, IBI08, Keh94a, DMM16, DCN05].

Probabilities
[Ald88, Dub98, GV10, KMT18, LT96, Las98, MS91, Ros87a, Ros98, SA18,
Yao89, vD88, BTO90, CM05, CGK99, Cov10, FS20, GT07, HL04, Kla00, Lu13,
Mat17, MK21, Miy92, PT11, SFG20, Tan06, TS07, VMB00, vSVDdK+20].

Probability
[And95, BCS92, Gou94, HT96, Lin92a, Lin92b, MyI11, Miy92, MT93, Sad98,
SR90, YZ03, Bri14, Çağ16, CY06, KM19, LZ10, NYZ04, PL20, Tan04, Zha99].

Probing [Ald88]. Problem
[BC98, Ber96, BWY93, BK03b, FGR10, PT93b, Pre94, RMM87, Rig87, Sai98, Sch98, TS96, BJ13, Bro13, CMZ17, CR07,
CSL09, CL06, DvdLR11, FOFO7, FH13, GN14, KR01, LS11, Lin04, Rig11,
Ros03b, Ros13, SH00, Tag00, VA05, Yan20].

Problems
[Bro89, Fre91a, Fre91b, GV90, CY10, CR15, HS13, KM12, ME14, PCK13].

Procedure [BLP93, Re90, KS12]. Procedures
[CHS87, CS90, Jun88, BLBPV17, ZP16]. Process
Processes [Cal97, CJ96, DG94, Dav95, DP93, Hes92, Kha99, KG89, KG92, KR94, Lef01, Lyn97, Ott93a, Ott93b, PR97, Tay87, WAI95, YZ98, Yec88, YLB96, ZL02, BC13, BM11, CB20, Cov10, DA03, GT10, HS13, JC18, KPDR16, Kyr03, Kyr04, LS11, MT16, PT20, SS20, XDZ15].

Processes-Martingale [HW90].

Processing [BC94, GV90, HW92].

Processor [BK93, FM17, HvdW97, Ros90b, Tak90, EZB06, LW13, Lu10].

processor-sharing [LW13].

Product [BCS92, GS92, KS92, Mar16, NS21, RW92b, VW89, Yao89, BB02, BvHTvO18, DO16, Yam99, Yam00].

Product-Form [RW92b, Mar16, NS21, BB02, BvHTvO18].

Production [AM87, AF97, PP02, Van96b, YZ98, AO12, BPS14, CYX12, GTDKO9, Kar09, PC14, SLZ04, Sta11, XCO9, ZAMB21].

Production-Inventory [PP02, BPS14, CYX12].

products [GLW11, HKS07].

profile [FMR17, KM16, ZD19].

profiles [OAA01].

Profit [BT95, XCO9].

Programming [MD06, YZ98, BMSB20, GM16, JA06, RB10, RB12, Sen01].

Programs [CCdO01, SH00].

project [RL03, RL05].

projection [KKL17].

prone [AAD08].

Proof [Ang95, LC97, Ros88b].

propagation [DCL+05].

Properties [AAR11, BZ13b, BL89, BFR99, BPT89, BN18, CLN20, CS94, DZZ18, GKK8, Kha13, LG89, LY13, LMH12, MMS93, MC91, Ott93b, RMS94, Rei90, Xu13, AAC14, BC13, BL03, BVA13, BN11, CM00, DLB12, GK07, HZ05, HW12, JD07, KK01, Khe08, Mah13b, Mah14, NBR13, PO15, QWW19, TA11].

Property [CHJ95, DP95, DLP90, MY11, SSS04, SSS08, Yan98, ZYL10, CB20, CLSS13, KL12, KM07, LK09].

Proportional [Che99, CGK96, KX08, KX07, NDB13].

Proportionate [PSC92].

protocol [Lu09, Lu10].

ps [FZ19].

ps-queue [FZ19].

pseudo [RL99].

public [KKL17].

Puiseux [HPS99].

pure [GT10, Tar11].

put [WWL17].

quadrature [dI06].

Quality [Ang97, DR95a, HMW09].

Quantifying [AILR08, ZZ13].

Quantile [KMS20, DMM16, Qiu19].

Quantile-Based [KMS20, DMM16].

quantiles [MNH15, WWH18].

quantity [AO12, ZK06].

quarter [CBG15, HP03b].

quarter-plane [CBG15, HP03b].

Quasi [AFP88, DKK94, KW89, Yam99, Yam00, DXX16, MT16].

quasi-birth-death [MT16].

Quasi-product [Yam99, Yam00].

Quasi-Reversibility [KW89].

Quasi-Stationary [AFP88, DXX16].

Quasiconvex [CF06, FL20b].

Queue
Queueing [BB96, CG96, CRP93, CFM88, DG91b, Dud97, ET87, Eli08, FK96, FY11, Flå92, GK96, HK92b, JS89, LN92, Miy92, NQ01, RSZ93, SS92, Sha88, SK11, dK89, AGC07, APR20, BPLD21, BM02b, Bro00, BdBS20, Cha99, CBBG20, DMvU07, DA03, EK09, FZ15, Fra13, Fra05, FZ19, GZDW21, GZ09, HH16, HS07, IVA15, KN00, LAF99, LZ10, Lu09, MN05, MC11, PY14, Ros06a, SZ02, SKA09, SC03, THM04, TS07, Tij08, WS06, vdHvHE01].
Queue [ALR00, Sto05]. Queueing [AdHBvO14, BW95, Bou96, BS91, BvHvO97, Cha94, CP95, CSP12, CJ96, CLC98, DP95, Elc94, HH96, HL92, KL98, LL90, Lin97, RS89, Sen89, SP98, ABEK17, AKJ01, BR17, CM00, DP21, Eco99, Jia19, KMS15, NS21, ÔK14, PY16, SNS19, WFM09, Yam99, Yam00]. Queues [AW95, AdHBvO14, AB93, BCG89, Bar96, BZ05, CSP89, CP93, CGKS96, CRP91, Gau94, GSW93, HvW97, HK92a, HBvdMB18, Man96a, MS91, MT93, ÔLC95, PT93a, PT94, PV11, PZ04, PMB96, RSZ93, SB13, Tij92, WB96, YA08a, Bar08, BB06, BDM15, BCD14, BPvdDS99, BPDS11, Bru16, CM00, CCC05, DKM16, Dini17, FM17, HKK10, Hor01, JST01, JD07, Koo04, LW13, LK09, LW14, LSSZ16, ML01, Nak01, Pan08, PW12a, PW12b, Pen15, Rol05, SI04, SADK04, Whi00, XMBG02, XLSZ04, Zha99]. Queuing [Ott93a, sADL02, AL09, AKR04, AGM01, ADGZ09, AILR08, BM02a, BMK08, DKS06, Has07, LRW09, Lin02, Miy02, RL01, RB10, YHZ06]. Quick [NS04]. Quicker [GV90]. quickest [JL19].

R [CCC05]. Radio [RS95, YM02]. Rainflow [Joh98]. Random [Ald93, BC94, BF90, BS14, BS98, BvHvO97, But89, Cha94, CLC98, ÇO87, CFFH98, CW90a, DK09, DS87, FH94, GMW14, Han03, HvW97, He89, Her95, HM94, Hwa00, JLA17, JLA18, JR92, KWA96, KG87, Kol92, Mei91, NZP18, OS90, Pal90, PP02, Reg90, Rig87, Ros87e, Ros88b, Ros90a, SS89, SW95, Sha88, Sie07, Soh95, Ste87, Van01, VY08, WWS18, WJ18, Xu91, Yin21, vddHV01, Abd16, ALM07, AAKN09, AR14, AKS11, BC13, BM02a, BR17, BPS06, BR05b, BPR10, BDPS15, BC18, CZ06, CR19, CMH13, CBG15, DP21, FHS13, FH17a, FPOP08, Fro11, GT07, HP03b, HPS08, HZW01, HY07, HM16, HBG21, HL01, HL04, KA16, KMS15, KX12, Kon02, Kon03, KA07, KAA12, Lu13, MP13, NK05, NY04, Pap21, PR04, Rat19, SVL02, SZF18, St17, TAM12]. random [Tim16, Wan17a, WN10, XH11, ZD19, ZL09, vdhHV01]. Random-Access [Ros88b]. Random-Bit [But89]. random-time [GT07]. Randomized [DY90b, FR94, ABEK17, FOFO07, LP15]. Randomly [RB05a, RB05b, SGF20]. Randomness [Rot93]. Range [Ott93a, ZL09]. ranges [BCZZ19, MH10]. Raphson [McN89, WK88, Whi89]. Rare [CMZ17, KMT18, Lag06, Vill18, ZL02]. Rare-event [KMT18]. Rate [AM87, AH96, BS93, BS98, BLS12, BF91, CRP93, CJ96, CH87, CHJ95, Din95, Elc94, HH00, HV95, HT96, KK06, Lyn99, RB05a, YZ03, AO18, AO19, BSL15, BK09, Bro14, CR01, DZB12a, DZB12b, FE01, GK21, GK07, Gup16, KK05, LW19, Lyn03, MAS06, NH04, NBR13, PM17, PT20, RB05b, Sta11].
requirements [AÖ12, DF21]. RES [KSS15].

Reservation [FR94, FY11, Key90, Nug91, FOF07]. reserve [BK06].

reservoir [BR17]. Residual [BFR99, GKL87, GS89, KX10, MPP93, DLB12, GV11, Gup16, HZW01, JZK20, KP12, LL03, LZ11, NDB13, Olu11, SY15].

resistance [KAJ07]. resistances [AAKN09]. Resistant [Ang89].


Restocking [BL97b]. Restricted [HS92, PV11]. Result [HP98, LC97, Pa90, Gut03]. Results [BR97, CSP12, K87, Koc96, RW92a, VdK87, AKP05, BGR11, BPR10, CR01, DKL21, DvdLR11, HN19, K502, KX12, LX06, LZ11, Qiu19, SI04, XZ11, ZHZ15, vdMR08]. Resume [Sha88].

Retrial [AY08b, CRP93, HH96, SK11, Tak96, AGC07, Bro00, Dim17, GZD82, ML01, SKA09, SNS19]. Retrials [Elc94, RB10]. Return [Elc94]. returns [FL05, RL03, RL05]. revenues [MK17, Mat19b]. Reversed [BSS98, HH00, CR01].

Reversibility [Che97, KW89, KMS15, SKL12]. Reversible [CHL94, HJ95, AHW10, Fra99]. Review [BZ13b, Bax96, Joe12, Kha13, Man96a, Sch96, Sha98, Xu13, BBP20, FW15, LHX04]. Revisited [Ang97, Ben92, SS92, MHZ10, SZ03, XH08, XH09].


Roller-coaster [GV11]. Roots [CSP12]. Ross [AH96, Kha07]. Routing [BEFK04, B096, CP95, CHL18, HL92, Sch95, SK11, ST94, Tur98, ADGZ09, BM02a, Bln09, Br00, Br16, Cag17, LKH14, Lin04, PKK13, RB12, Sto05, Wan17a]. Rowwise [WWS18]. Ruin [NY04, Y203, CMZ17, CY06, Liu13, Tan06]. Rule [BL93, CW90b, Fl98, Kha88, LL00, Ch09, Ha15, HIl99, Pin07, VM12]. Rules [Ang89, DY90b, Ros90b, SP98, CL06, vdL11, vdWY03]. Run [CW90a, ARK03, Ang01, Ros99a]. running [MT16]. Runs [Van96b]. runways [BEFK04].

s [FH94, LK08]. Safe [MN88]. safety [VM12]. sale [BK06]. Salesman [Lal90]. Sample [CBM18, KMT18, LODBP87, SY92b, SA18, BCZZ19, LH08, MH10, WWI18, ZL09]. Sample-mean-related [KMT18]. Sampler [Dy95]. Samples [DZ218, DZB12a, DZB12b, GDRV10, HZ06, TE15].

Scheduling [ALR00, AKR+04, AZR08, APR20, BBCP97, BCD95, CHRW94, CHW98, ER95, FG89a, Fre91a, Fre91b, Fro91, Gla91, HW92, IwW97, LL90, LL91, LR97, MCB18, PT93a, PT94, PR88, PSC92, RW95, RS89, Rig96, ST94, VT92, AAR11, CSZ03, CZ06, Cao17, KR01, Pin07]. Scheme [Al93, BB08, MD06, Tar17]. Schemes [BC94, FG89b, HS92, YK00]. Schur [AENP89, CS94]. Schur-Constant [CS94]. Sciences [Bax96, MY11]. scientific [OST06]. screens [GN15]. Search [AFP88, Ber96, GA90, HS92, MJ95, RS94b, ZBA05, ALM07, BHP05, KM16, Nic16]. search-cost [BHP05]. Second [Bax96, Ot93b, Tak90, LMH14, LMH12]. Second-Order [Tak90, LMH14, LMH12]. secretary [DvdLR11]. select [ABS12]. Seed [CH87]. See [ABS12]. Seed [CH87]. Selection [CLC98, LHY19, Olu99, SK20]. Selective [DA03]. Self [Lal90, HM19]. self-decomposability [HM19]. Self-Similar [Lal90]. Selling [AL91]. Semi [BBG07, KW99, PR97, Sen89, BM11, BKP01, CÖ15, GKPR99]. Semi-Markov [BBG07, KW99, PR97, Sen89, BM11, BKP01, CÖ15, GKPR99]. Semicrystalline [Tay87]. semidefinite [GM16]. Semimartingales [BS93]. sensing [Gut14, PS10]. sensitivities [GZ09]. Sensitivity [Fis91, FH94, FH95, Miy00]. sensor [Abd17]. Separation [Kij94]. SEPT [CHRW94]. Sequences [Smi97b, CN00, FLL12]. Sequencing [BK93, For93, PT96, Rig92, Yec88]. Sequential [BN18, DY90a, Dav95, DY90b, LodB97, MR88, Rig87, BJ13, BN11, FH13, Rig1, ZH07]. Serial [Sob95]. Series [Bla98, CBM18, DG91b, GSW93, HHvU07, CY06, DLB12, DDL14, EK90, FH17b, Fr99, HLM16, LL03, LWW19, MAh13b, MAh14, MAh19, MMD11, DZ20]. series-parallel [HL16, LWL19, MAh13b, MAh14, MAh19]. Served [BvHvO97]. Server [AW95, Bor95, BWY93, Bri88, DPV16, FK96, MS91, RS89, RSZ93, Sch95, WB96, AW12, AY08a, AGM01, APR20, BPLD21, BM02a, BDM15, Bro00, Cao17, ET87, FM17, Jia19, KT01, KN00, LZ19, OK14, PW12a, PW12b, SK09, SIO4, ST05, Yam99, Yam00, ZCA18]. Servers [AM87, DG91b, AHW10, AW12, sDL02,AAD07, AAD08, FSS99, Haj15, Pan08]. Service [BCGW92, BvHvO97, CGKS96, FL98, LT00, MS91, Miy92, NJ95, SO94, WAI95, Win97, AKR’04, Ang01, APR20, BPLD21, BB06, BMK08, CJ06, FZ15, FZ19, HW09, HLM16, LKH14, MN05, MAS06, NS17, PW12a, PW12b, SHM09, VA05, WVDH09, XMBG02, XLSZ04, vDR08, vDW03]. services [Tij08]. Sessions [HBvdMB18]. Set [SH19, Tem94, Hwa00]. Set-valued [SH19]. Sets [Men94a, GW12, GDRV10]. setup [CXY12, FL20b, Yam99, Yam00, vHvHE01]. setup-cost [FL20b]. setups [Os10]. Setwise [CSK89]. Several [FY11, Jun88, Cho99]. Shaked [BCZZ19]. Shannon [SZF18]. shape [BSL15]. Shaped [BLS12, NH04, NBR13]. Shapes [DG91a]. Shaping [CBM18]. Shared [AMK18, KW94, Khe08]. Sharing [HvdW97, Mit18, EZB06, EM19, FH17b, FM17, LW13, Lu10, SLZ04, Yam00]. Sharp [BK09, KM19, Mei91]. Sharpe [ZZ13]. shelf [FW15]. Shift [CS03].
Short-Range [Ott93a]. short-term [YSM06]. Shortest [Dod89, HK90, HK92b, VT08]. Shortfall [SP98]. Shortfall-Based [SP98].
Signals [Cha94, CP95, HT96, Kwo14, MK17, Mat17, MK19]. Signature [ZAE19, TK08]. Signature-based [ZAE19]. Similar [Lal90].
Simple [BPvdW91, HT96, Lin95, Reg90, Ros88b, TV91, Van01, vDTW88, vD95, HPS08, Kyr03, Kyr04, Lin19, ZS01]. Simplex [SA88]. Simulated [Ald87, CBM18, CK88, GV94, KT97, RS94b, VBAK89]. Simulating [AW96, But89, FTC98, KH91, Ros88c].
Simulation [Ald87, AFF88, BB98, BK95, CN00, CE96, FH95, GI95, GW96, GSW93, HS88, JR92, LR91, PR97, Ros89, Ros90a, Sch98, BM02b, CMZ17, Cal10, CHL03, CS03, DM03, Gra08, Hei01, Lag06, Lin00, NS04, RL99, WW05, WGE99].
Simulation-Based [BB98, CHL03]. Simulations [ACG95, RL01, Ros06b]. Simultaneous [Jun88, Re90]. Single [AW95, AL91, Bri88, BK93, CHKL13, Fro91, GL91, LT00, MS91, PKK13, PR88, RS89, ZCA18, AGM01, APR20, KK01, KN00, SI04]. Single-Hop [LT00]. Single-Machine [Gla91, CHKL13]. single-outlier [KK01].
Single-Server [AW95, Bri88, ZCA18, AGM01, APR20, KN00, SI04]. singletons [KM12]. Singpurwalla [Roy90]. singularity [WFM09].
singularly [YZL00]. SINR [GS98]. SIS [DXX16, VM04]. Size [BH90, CH87, LbDP87, VT08, Bro06, BHC9894, HBV10, IB08, MC11, Ros06a].
Small-world [FWH21]. smallest [Pin07]. Sobel [OST06]. socially [Ros15].
Software [BPTS87, DK88, Gut97, LM87, Nay98, Wee90, LC07, OA01].
Sojourn [AB93, EZB06, MN05, Khe08, LW13, Lu09, Lu10, MC11]. Solitaire [vZS04]. Solution [Ban92, Fan96, Kyr04, Tar17]. Solutions [GV90, KS92, KSS15]. Solved [ER95]. Some [AAC14, Ang89, AS00b, BZ13b, BSS90, BPR10, CR01, CHY93, DK13, Fro11, FS20, Fro95, Gut14, KP12, Kha13, Kha07, KG92, KG97, Koc96, KX12, LX06, LZ11, LY04, Mah13b, Mah14, MMS93, MFN17, MC91, PS93, PK06, RMS94, RW92a, RSZ93, SS87, SS89, WJ18, X11, Xu13, ZHZ15, ZYSZ21, AR14, GKB13, Me91, NBR13, YHZ06]. Sometimes [DG91a].
Sorting [GS93]. Source [Yan98, SNS19]. Sources [CW95, KL98, Man96b, BM02b, VM04]. Space [MW94, Tak90, BB02].
Spaces [DF90, DO16, Lor18]. Spacings [DZZ18, FRR02, HZ05, HZ06, KK00, KK01, LHL08, X09, Z11]. spare
Sparse [Ald93, AR14]. Spatial [Miy04, Miy05]. Spatiotemporal [SY92a]. special [Cag17, Pek21, Yan20]. Spectral [AW89, And95, Bal92, BS87, Bro91, DM03, Fra99]. spectrum [GSV16, Mah19]. Speed [ZL02, KAA12]. Spent [Lef01]. Spherical [Miy04, Miy05]. spherically [WWZ15], spiking [HBCG21], splitting [GDRV10]. sporadic [Sta07]. spot [KT'C14]. Springer [Bax96, Joe12]. Springer-Verlag [Bax96]. Square [BF91, Lin94b]. Squared [BC18]. squares [Tim16]. Stability [CW90a, FL98, GS92, PZ04, Sch95, DHR00, DP21, GN14, THM04]. stabilize [LWZ16]. Stabilizing [LW14, PM17]. stable [DP21]. Staffing [HLW16, LWZ16]. Stage [BLP93, HW92, Yec88, sAdL02, SLZ04]. staircase [LRW99]. Standby [VR89]. start [DO03]. start-up [DO03]. State [DF90, GHS91, GI88, HKL94, PP02, RSZ93, Sch95, Tak90, TV91, APR20, BR17, BPS06, BCD+14, BKKP05, BdB20, Cha99, DO16, HHVU07, KS02, Lor18, Mat17, MK21, MS06, NS17, Rat19, Spi15, WAvHD09, Yam00, ZAE19]. State-Dependent [RSZ93, Sch95, APR20, BKKP05, KS02, NS17, WAvHD09, Yam00]. state-independent [BdB20]. states [YAZ00]. Static [CR15, Tay87, LKH14]. Statically [DKK94]. Station [LL90]. Stationarity [Fil91]. Stationary [AFP88, BS93, Ccd001, CW95, DF90, FHXJ94, HJ95, Miy04, Miy05, PT93b, CCC05, DXX16, HLW16, HVD03, HP00, KL15, MP02, Mat17, MK19, Miy00, Ros06a]. Stations [WA95, Win97]. statistically [LYF16]. Statistics [BZ13b, BR95, BN18, Kha13, LY13, MMS93, SSS04, SSS08, Xu13, ASZ17, BBHK01, BMR05a, BGR11, BNT06, BK03a, Bro90, BN11, CLSS13, FRR02, HN19, HZW01, HZ05, HZ06, HJK07, LHM14, MH10, Pap21, TA11, WN15, WWH18, XH08, XH09, XZ11, XH11, XZ12, ZHZ15, ZH07]. Status [ZAC18]. Steady [GHS91, GI88, Cha99]. Steady-State [GHS91, Cha99]. step [Lin19]. step-stress [Lin19]. Stieljes [BPvdW91]. Stochastic [ARK03, AF92, AM87, ASZ17, AS96, AO12, AF97, BBW91, BI13, BF00, BCR05, Bax96, BLR501, BMRO5a, BOR06, BB97, BB98, BB00, BCP97, Buc97, BHCKS04, BN18, CSZ03, CZ06, CF12, CHRW94, CPS89, CF06, CH5, CZ89, CFM*88, CHW89, D07, DvdH97, Dod89, FG89a, FZ93, FL020b, FS89, For93, FRR02, Fre91a, Fra91, Gla91, GV90, HS88, HS91, HZ05, HZ06, HWW2, KKK01, KX07, KX08, KL98, Kor03, LL91, LK96, Li94, LL03, Lin97, LSZ16, MD06, MW94, MCN88, MS93, NBR97, PT93a, PT94, PS93, PR88, PSC92, Pin07, Rig87, Rig96, Rig11, RB06, SW95, SY92a, VV88, Wan18b, YZ89, ZL09, ZB12, ZH09, AR00, AL15, BS06, BOT09, BA02, BP01, Bha99, Bor00, BdlPS15, CSL09, CR15, DFS15, DLU99, Eco03, FH13, FH17b]. stochastic [GM16, GT10, GRSV14, Han19, KT'C14, Kay09, KPS03, KAR09, KKL17, KR01, MAH13b, MP02, PPK13, Sen01, TA11, TvdW06, ZK06, ZH07, Sch96]. Stochastically [RS89, Voi09, Xu91, Lin00]. Stock [SD97, WSX18, WA95, BA02, GTDKO09, MAS06]. stock-dependent
stopped [BC13]. Stopping
[BA02]. Storage
[CFM⁺88, CPR91, BKKP05, FL05, PS02, Sta07]. Storage-Limited
[CR91]. Strategic [DKM16, ZAMB21]. Strategies
[HvdW97, Vil18, ABS12, GZDW21, HKK10, ZBA05]. Strategy
[Dov87, KLT12, Nic16, SH00]. Stream [Ott93a]. streaming [SKA09, XC10].
Streams [Bri88]. Strengthening [Ros95]. stress [Lin19]. Strict
[CHL18, PT93a]. String [Sad96]. Strong [DF90, WWZ15, LY04, TYZ19]. Strongly
[GHS91, OS90]. Structure
[AENP89, BL89, Joh98, KMS15, BB02, CR19, JC18, KM16, ZK06].
Structure-reversibility [KMS15]. Structured [BC94]. Structures
[Koh88, BFRR01]. Student [Lin92a]. studies [Gup07, Gup15]. Study
[ES91, Fi98, GSW93, HM15, Fra13, KMS20]. studying [EK09]. style
[FWGD00], sub [SH19], sub-additive [SH19]. Subexponential
[MOSU10, Tan04, Tan06, XLSZ04]. Subgroup [DS87]. Subject
[BL87a, BL88, Fro91, Iw97, KWA96, PR88, Xu91, Yao89]. subjected
[VM12]. Suboptimal [HK96]. subset [CR07], subsets [Sie07]. success
[CG99]. Successful [RS89]. successive [KS12]. sufficient
[Eco03, MFN17]. Summation [RW92b]. Sums
[Bro89, NZP18, OS90, FPPO08, Fro11, MPH13, SFG20, WN09].
Superimposed [YLB96, Rao15]. superposition [BM02b]. Supplementary
[AR00]. Supply [FZ93, AW05, DPV16, LXH04, SLZ04, Wan21]. sure
[CK20]. survey [Bur13, Sha13]. Survival
[CS94, AES10, Bha99, CF12, KM19, SK20]. susceptibles [OE10]. swap
[CL06]. Switch [ALR00, BvH93, Jaf92]. Switched [Whi88, vdHvHE01].
Switching [AK96, Joh98, BKKP05, FZ15]. symmetric
[Bro01, Nad08, WWZ15, ZH09]. symmetrizing [WN10]. synchronization
[EK09]. Synchronized [Miy92]. System
[BL87a, BL88, Bor95, BW93, BS91, But89, CE96, CCP90, CCH99, CHC00,
CS12, CJ96, CLC98, DR95b, DP95, DM08, Ege94, Elc94, Ers91, HM87,
HH96, JR92, KM88, Kor03, LL08, Lz00, MD06, Ott93a, Per97, RS02, VR89,
ZCA18, Zie96, vdH87, AHW10, AI92, sADL02, AY08a, AKR⁺04, AZR08,
ADGZ09, BGDRO3, BKP01, CXY12, Dim17, Eco99, FS99, Fro99, GDTKO09,
GSV16, Gux03, Has07, HLW16, HP03a, HM15, Jia19, LXH04, LRW09,
MAS06, Men04, Mio99, MC11, NS17, ÖK14, Rig02, Spi91, Sta07, SNS19,
VM12, XC09, Yam99, Yam00, YOS08, ZBA05, vdHvHE01]. Systems
[AMK18, AESN94, BI88, BFR99, Bla98, BEP88, BPT90, BN18, CH88,
CHL94, CF06, Ch87, CHJ95, DZH12, DJ07, DvdH97, DH94, ES91, FZ93,
FL98, FH94, GOS8, HH00, HY90, KWA96, KX08, KL98, KSM88,
LM87, LK08, Man96b, MW94, Men94a, Men94b, MvD97, PT96, PP89, RS89,
Rig96, Sen89, TV89, VV88, VdK87, Van97, VY08, Wan18a, Yao89, vDTW88,
AL09, AJK01, Ang01, AO12, AILR08, BLPS05, BFR01, BMR05b, BW14,
BVA13, BKKP05, CM05, DLB12, DDL14, DPV16, FL20a, FL05, FH17b,
GHvdL07, GS12, HMW09, Khe08, KX07, KM07, LL03, LYF16, Lin02,
LWL19, LAWZ01, Men02, MMD11, NPS04, NS04, NS21, NMFSA20, PR08, PY16, QWW19, Ros06b, RB10, SZ87, SY15, SHM09, Sto05, TK08, WFM09, YHZ06, ZAMB21, ZDZ20, ZK06, Zha11, vdMR08.

Tail [LT96, Las98, Lin90a, Lin92a, Ros98, FS20, Kla00, Miy02, PT11, STI18, SGF20, Tan04]. Tailed [FGR10, BM02b, Lu13, MN05]. tails [EZB06, Tani04]. Tandem [AdHvO14, BCG89, CPS89, HK92b, HK96, HBvdMB18, FM196, WA195, Win97, sALD02, AAD07, AAD08, BdBS20, DMvU07, Koo04, ML01, Nak01, Pan08, SZ02, WS06, Zaz04]. Tardiness [For93, PT94, C206]. Target [MJ95]. Targets [Sat97, HMW09]. Tariffing [BT95]. task [HBV10, Wan17a]. Tasks [BCD95, BK93, AY08a]. Taylor [BC18]. TCP [BHCKS04, OK08]. TDM [CCP90]. TDM [RS90].

Technique [AB93, Reg90, RL93, VR89, AR00]. techniques [RB10, RB12]. Temperature [KT97]. Temporal [CBM18]. tenable [Mah13a]. term [FKL02, YSM06]. Terminal [Dov87]. terms [CBG15]. ternary [BMOR05b, GSV16]. Test [CHHR90, DG94, Gut97, HWZ12]. Testing [BLSV03, BR95, CHHR90, JL98, RMS94, SKL12, Yao88, YH88, BLBPV17, CHS87, OAA01, ZP16]. Tests [Abr93, And95, Rot93, Lin19]. th [Bar08, LHY19]. Their [BBS88, KH91, AJK01, AS96, AY08b, Cag17, KS19, KUSH14, YHS06, dCHQ09]. Theorem

Theorems [HS91, LY04, OS01, ZYSZ21]. Theoretical [PO15]. Theory [AW89, BPvdW91, CZB89, DF90, Joe12, LE94, MS93, Ros87b, SSS02, Bri14, CKB05, KA16, Pek21, vdWSvN08]. Thinning [HW90]. Thomson [Cal97]. threatening [Vil87]. Three [HS92, Van88, Che09, NL07]. Three-Moment [Van88]. three-person [Che09]. three-piece [NL07]. Threshold [AGM01, BJ13, BCD14, CH11, FL05]. Throughput

[AM87, ALR00, HBvdMB18, AAD08, DP21]. Tight [BNT06]. Tijms [Sch96]. Time [AR97, BBS96, Bha87, Bla88, BS87, CCP90, CG96, CBM18, CJ06, CL91, CKX88, DR97, DP93, ER95, ET87, Eli08, Fil91, G188, Res92, HJ95, HW92, KR87, Kha88, Kif92, LeF01, LN92, ÒLC95, PR97, PT93b, RS95, RS90, Ros87a, Ros88a, RS02, SS92, SB13, Tam98, Van96a, YYS9, ZL02, dK89, BC13, Bar08, BOR06, Bor06, Bri14, Bro06, Bro99, Cai02, CSZ03, CY06, CCC05, Che20, CSvD02, EZB06, Eli05, Fra13, Fra99, FNC20, GT07, HJM09, HHL14, HKK10, Hor01, HvdL03, HWZ12, JL19, KAO4, Khe08, KW13, LL03, LZ11, LW16, LW19, LRW09, LW14, LZ19, LSSZ16, MZ17, MW94, MC11, Pek99a, Ros99b, RB10, SZ99, SADK04, SBZ16, SN19, Wan17b, Zaz04, Zaz07, vD88, vdMR08]. Time-Dependent

time-varying [HJM09, KW13, LW16, LW14, LZ19, LSSZ16, RB10]. Times [AB93, Cha94, CGKS96, Dav95, DvdH97, FTC98, Fre91a, FH94, Koc96, NQ01, RS94a, Ros87a, Ros88a, SS87, VY08, AAKN09, AS18, BOT09, Bha99, BKP01, DLB12, DPV16, Fr099, Khe08, KAR09, KW13, LW13, Lu10, MN05, ZLS16, MZ17, MW94, MC11, Pek99a, Ros99b, RB10, SZ99, SADK04, SBZ16, SN19, Wan17b, Zaz04, Zaz07, vD88, vdMR08].
Nak01, PW12a, PW12b, Ros15, STI18, SZ03, SZ05, XLSZ04, vdHvHE01.
times-corrigendum [PW12b]. Timescale [BB98]. Tolerable [Sad98].
tolerant [LM87]. Total [CE96, Xu91, CZ03, HWZ12]. Tournament
[CHYZ93]. tournaments [CR19]. Trp [LHL08]. Traffic
[BM11, CPR91, AY08b, BAWD12, BW14, FS99, HvdW08, IVA15, KN00,
LKH14, Lu09, PB06, Wan17a, vdHvHE01, vdMR08]. training [LK07].
transfer [EA06]. Transform [Keb94a, HWZ12, Tag00, d006].
transformation [Bro06]. Transient [AW96, CZ03, CH87, KN00, Kyr04,
OK08, WGI99, YS89, ZCJ04, Mat19a, WF09, Wan02, YZL00]. Transition
[Ros87a, vD88]. Transitions [PV11, EK09]. Transmission
[RB05a, RB05b, FM16]. transplantation [BDPS11]. trap [RB06].
trapezoids [Reu14]. Travelling [Lu90]. treatments [BMSB20]. tree
[Hua20, HBKK03, SF18]. treelike [FH17a]. Trees
[AF88, GMW14, Mal91, MO95, SAS89, Ste87, ALM07, AAKN09, KM16,
Kon02, Kon03, KA07, KAA12, KP07, LY04, SZ87, WWZ15, ZD19]. triage
[AZR08]. Trials [RTW09, Vi18]. tries [CM08]. triggered [CF12].
Triggering [Cha94]. Truncated [KR87]. Truncation [NBR07, CM00].
Trunk [FR94, FY11, Key90, Ngu91, FOF07]. tunable [DK09]. Two
[AVER95, AFP88, AK96, Bal92, BLP93, BP01, BBCP97, Bro89, BK03,
Che11, CHL18, CHW89, DP03, Dud97, DY90b, Hes02, WWZ05, LK96,
MT93, ML01, Nj95, PP89, PP02, SS98, TSW97, VR89, ZAMB21, AW05,
sADLO2, BFK04, BPS06, BB08, BSL15, BVA13, BHTv018, BK03a, BK09,
Che12, CBBG20, DMM16, DK88, Dim17, DZB12a, DZB12b, Fil98, HZ06,
JST01, KMS15, Men02, MZS16, OK14, Pan08, PY16, STI18, SLZ04, TYZ19,
TvdW06, vdHHE01, vdMR08]. two-carousel [BVA13]. Two-class
[CHL18, Dim17]. Two-Dimensional [DF93, Hes02, BK03a, KMS15, STI18].
Two-echelon [ZAMB21, BHTv018]. Two-Machine [LK96]. two-node
[AW05, CBBG20]. Two-person [Che11, Che12, TvdW06]. two-phase
[vdMR08]. Two-Point [BBCP97, CHW89]. two-queue [vdHvHE01].
two-server [OK14]. two-sided [BK09]. Two-Stage
[BLP93, HW92, sADLO2, SLZ04]. Two-State [PP02, BPS06]. Two-Unit
[VR89]. Type [Ban92, BCS92, PV11, Zie96, BHK03, BP01, RBM02]. Types
[BK03, FY11, MZS16].

[Nay89]. uncertainties [EA06, OE10]. Uncertainty
[LL98, BHM09, Has07, Olu11]. unfriendly [Abd16]. unified [KX12, PKK13].
Uniform
[Ald87, BPG12, DS87, SS04, SS08, Tan04, Bel11, CLSS13, GDRV10].
Uniformization [Kij92]. Uniformly [Kol92, AS00a, AS00b]. Unit
[VR89, CT02]. Univariate [BBHK10]. Universal [Sad96]. unknown
[WC00]. unreliability [NS04]. Unreliable
[PP02, SK11, vD95, Fou16, SKA09]. unresolved [HL01, HL04]. upgrades
[DL10]. Upper [CY06, SZ03, Nak01, SZ05]. Upsidedown [BLS12]. urgency
Beyond [BLPS05]. Uri [AE08]. Urn [AFP88, FGR10, CH15, Che20, CH12, Nad17].
urns [Mah13a]. Usage [Gut97, Sat97]. Use [MD06, But89]. Used
[MD06, JL98]. Using [BA18, BK95, Cal10, CSP12, FTC98, GSW93, Ros98,
SS87, WFM09, AS18, GDRV10, LC07, Pek99a, SK20, dI06]. Utility [Tar11].

Vacation [NJ95, BKM10]. validation [BHCKS04]. Valuation
[Han19, WSX18, DO03, NPS04, Wan17b, WXL20, YSM06]. Value
[Her95, MCB18, DMM16, SLZ04, TE15, ZDS20]. Valued
[KG87, SH19, Wak00]. Values [BW95, GK88, AAC14, BOR06, ZDS20].
Variability [BS98, OE10, SS98, BHK03, ZDZ20]. Variable
[Her95, SK20, AK08, AR00, HCX06, WXWH18]. Variables
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BRM05b, CMH13, Fr011, HN19, HZWO1, HYL07, KA16, KX12, Lin00,
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Bro14, GKL87, LR91, Nay89, Ros88c, Ros90a, NL07, Pin07, RL01, Zaz07].
variances [MC11]. Variation [FR92, BC18, LMH14, LHI12]. variational
[YXH19]. Variations [Sha88, PT20]. various [HL01, MK21]. Varying
[AF97, RB05a, AKR+04, HJMO9, KW13, LWZ16, LW14, LZ19, LSS16,
RB05b, RB10]. Vector [SR90, Wak00]. Vector-valued [Wak00]. vehicle
[LM87]. Versus [BvHo97, JR92]. vertex [AR14]. vertex-names [AR14].
Via [FG91, BN18, DJ07, GW96, GN15, HJMO9, Hei01, Men94a, PR97, PB06,
Pen15, PP89, Ros90a, Sha88, WGI99]. Video [Hum91]. Video-Data [Hum91].
Visit [VY08, vdWY03]. visit-order [vdWY03]. visual [HM16]. Viterbi
[LK07]. vol [Bax96]. volatility [AL15, Han19]. volume
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Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano10b, Ano10a, Ano10d]. volume
[Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10e, Ano10d, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11a, Ano11d,
Ano11c, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11h, Ano11g, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12d,
Ano12c, Ano12f, Ano12e, Ano12h, Ano12g, Ano13b, Ano13a, Ano13d,
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Ano18g, Ano19b, Ano19a, Ano19d, Ano19c, Ano19f, Ano19e, Ano19h, Ano19g, Ano20b, Ano20a, Ano20d, Ano20c, Ano20f, Ano20e, Ano20h].
volume [Ano20g, Ano21b, Ano21a, Ano21d, Ano21c]. vs [Bla95].
Vulnerable [Wan18b, Han19, Wan17b, WWL17].

Wait-and-see [ABS12]. Waiting [ET87, LN92, OLC95, PW98, SS92, SB13, SAdK04, dK89, vdHvHE01, Bar08, Bro06, CCC05, DPV16, HvdL03, JD07, KW13, Ros99b, SNS19, vdMR08]. Waiting-Time [ET87, LN92, dK89, CCC05]. Walk [CFFH98, Han03, Sha88, BPR10, KMS15]. Walks [Pal90, CBG15, HP03b, HPS08, KAA12, Lu13]. Warm [Gra08]. Warm-up [Gra08]. warranty [BK06, HKS07, LK09]. Wave [RL93]. Waxman [Van01]. way [vdHvHE01]. Weak [Pla92, Hei01, Kwo14]. weaknesses [EFG17].
Wear [BL87a, BL88, PS93]. weather [ZPD06]. weather-related [ZPD06].
Web [YS08]. Weibull [AO18, AO19, GG96]. Weight [VT08]. Weighted [KG87, XWTW18, ALM07, BJ19, CSZ03, DM08, KP07, LYF16, MPH13, NAD16, NBR13, Olu06, Oh11, PO15, SGF20]. Weiss [Man96a, Haj15].

xiv [Bax96].

Yechiali [AEL08]. Yields [Sob95]. York [Bax96, Man96a].
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